1 Introduction

The i.MX RT1170 is a new i.MX RT family of processors that provides high CPU performance and real-time response. The i.MX RT1170 integrates advanced power management module with DCDC and LDOs that reduce complexity of external power supply and simplify power sequencing.

Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) is a power management technique that allows dynamically reducing power consumption of a CPU by dynamically scaling down supply voltage and CPU frequency. Because the internal DCDC of the i.MX RT1170 cannot cover the needed maximum current requirement at the junction temperature of 125 °C, the DVFS technique can be used to reduce current drain for compatibility with the internal DCDC. Lowering the processor frequency dynamically can help reduce the chip input current demand and ensure that the chip can continue to work at the junction temperature of 125 °C.

Adding DVFS feature support requires configuring the following modules of the i.MX RT1170:

- Clock Control Module (CCM)
- DCDC Converter (DCDC)
- Temperature Sensor (TEMP SENSE)
- General Purpose Timer (GPT) — optional

This document describes how to support DVFS feature in the i.MX RT1170 processor with internal DCDC for automotive applications. It also explains DVFS process workflow.

A demo corresponding to this document can be accessed from NXP Community.

2 i.MX RT1170 operating ranges

The figure below shows a portion of the "Operating ranges" table from i.MX RT1170 Crossover Processors Data Sheet for Automotive Products (IMXRT1170AEC) Rev. 1. It displays the i.MX RT1170 operating ranges in Run mode with DCDC enabled.
As you can see in the figure above, voltage ranges are shown for different operating frequencies and temperature ranges at the core supply input voltage pin (VDD_SOC_IN) for the Cortex®-M7 core. The internal DCDC can only provide the VDD_SOC_IN maximum supply current at 105 °C if the Cortex-M7 core frequency is 800 MHz. When the i.MX RT1170 junction temperature is below 105 °C, the maximum current requirement for VDD_SOC_IN is 850 mA. As temperature rises, the current required by VDD_SOC_IN increases. When the i.MX RT1170 junction temperature reaches 125 °C, the maximum current required reaches 1200 mA. However, the internal DCDC can only cover a current supply of 850 mA. Therefore, if the junction temperature is higher than 105 °C and it is acceptable to lower the Cortex-M7 core frequency down to 600 MHz, the DVFS solution described in this document can be applied. This allows the i.MX RT1170 part to be functional without requiring external power components. When the temperature drops, the Cortex-M7 core clock can be switched back to 800 MHz to get higher performance.

While implementing DVFS, the state of the Cortex®-M4 core is not considered because it is powered by VDD_LPSR_DIG, and not from the internal DCDC.

3 Temperature alarms

The i.MX RT1170 has a temperature sensor, which supports the following features:

- Supports temperature alarm interrupts to indicate if temperature is beyond the programmed thresholds
- Supports three-tier alarms: Low, High, and Panic
- Supports Single Measurement and Continuous Measurement modes

This temperature sensor module uses a 24 MHz reference clock from the 24 MHz crystal oscillator. Because the field FREQ in the temperature sensor control register CTRL1 is 16 bits, the maximum detection interval of temperature sensor is about:

\[
\frac{2^{16}}{2^{20} \times 24} s = 2.6 \text{ ms}
\]
The temperature sensor module features alarm functions that can raise independent interrupt signals if the temperature increases above one or both high-temperature thresholds or decreases below the low-temperature threshold. These temperature thresholds are programmable and designated as low, high, and panic temperature. The panic threshold is a special programmable threshold in the sense that if the temperature increases above this value and the temperature-panic-reset is enabled in the System Reset Controller, the hardware will assume that software no longer has control over the thermal situation and will initiate a reset of the chip. The temperature-panic-reset can also be disabled. If so, panic interrupt is triggered when the temperature increases above the panic threshold. Note that panic interrupt and temperature-panic-reset cannot work at the same time.

DVFS mainly uses high and low temperature alarms. That is, when the temperature is higher than the high-temperature threshold value or lower than the low-temperature threshold value, the high-temperature or low-temperature interrupt is triggered. The interrupt trigger conditions in these two cases are different but they share the same interrupt number. Therefore, they enter the same interrupt processing function. Which interrupt source triggered the interrupt must be determined through the flag bit of STATUS0 register of temperature sensor. However, due to the delay in getting voltage and frequency stable, it is possible to encounter a situation where both high and low temperature flags are set. Therefore, the interrupt source cannot be determined only by the flag bit of STATUS0 register, but together with the current operating frequency. Part of temperature sensor configuration code is shown in the figure below.

```
TMPSNS_GetDefaultConfig(&config);
config.measureMode = kTEMPSENSOR_ContinuousMode;
config.frequency = 0xFFFF;
config.panicAlarmTemp = DEMO_PANIC_ALARM_TEMP;
config.highAlarmTemp = DEMO_HIGH_ALARM_TEMP;
config.lowAlarmTemp = DEMO_LOW_ALARM_TEMP;
TMPSNS_Init(DEMO_TEMP_SENSOR, &config);
TMPSNS_StartMeasure(DEMO_TEMP_SENSOR);
EnableIRQ(DEMO_TEMP_LOW_HIGH_IRQn);
TMPSNS_EnableInterrupt(DEMO_TEMP_SENSOR, kTEMPSENSOR_LowTempInterruptStatusEnable);
#endif
IF ENABLE PANC GRAPH
SRC->SRMR = 0xc000; // SRMR[TEMPSENSE_RESET_MODE] = 2'b11 - do not reset anything
EnableIRQ(DEMO_TEMP_PANIC_IRQn);
TMPSNS_EnableInterrupt(DEMO_TEMP_SENSOR, kTEMPSENSOR_PanicTempInterruptStatusEnable);
```

Figure 2. Part of temperature sensor configuration code

4 Implementing DVFS feature

Implementing DVFS feature for the i.MX RT1170 involves dynamically configuring Cortex-M7 core frequency and input voltage. The table below shows the target frequency and target input voltage for the Cortex-M7 core at different junction temperatures. The target input voltage is calculated considering that the internal DCDC has a ripple within 25 mV. For this implementation, the target bus frequency is kept at 240 MHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction temperature</th>
<th>M7 core target frequency</th>
<th>M7 core target input voltage (VDD_SOC_IN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tj ≤ 105 °C</td>
<td>800 MHz</td>
<td>1.125 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tj &gt; 105 °C</td>
<td>600 MHz</td>
<td>1.0 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Achieving target frequency or target input voltage mentioned in the table above requires modification at the source that supplies the clock or voltage. The following subsections explain how to make these modifications.
4.1 Configure voltage

The DCDC module is used for generating power supply for core logic. It provides the following two outputs:

- DCDC_DIG (voltage: VDD1P0)
- DCDC_ANA (voltage: VDD1P8)

VDD1P0 supplies power to Cortex-M7 core. In Run mode, VDD1P0 output can be set by setting the VDD1P0CTRL_TRG bit field of DCDC Control Register 1 (CTRL1). The figure below shows VDD1P0 configuration in Run mode.

![Figure 3. VDD1P0 configuration in Run mode](image)

The CTRL1 register bit field VDD1P0CTRL_TRG can be set using the `DCDC_SetVDD1P0BuckModeTargetVoltage()` function. The Cortex-M7 core target input voltages shown in Table 1 can be achieved by calling the `DCDC_SetVDD1P0BuckModeTargetVoltage()` function, as follows:

```c
DCDC_SetVDD1P0BuckModeTargetVoltage(DCDC, kDCDC_1P0BuckTarget1P125V);
DCDC_SetVDD1P0BuckModeTargetVoltage(DCDC, kDCDC_1P0BuckTarget1P0V);
```

The `DCDC_SetVDD1P0BuckModeTargetVoltage()` function sets the output of VDD1P0 by setting the CTRL1 register bit field VDD1P0CTRL_TRG, and returns after the output is stable.

4.2 Configure frequency

The Cortex-M7 core uses ARM_PLL clock as the source clock. This clock is generated by a PLL, ARM_PLL, which uses a 24 MHz clock as reference clock. The figure below depicts ARM_PLL clock generation.

![Figure 4. ARM_PLL clock generation](image)

ARM_PLL clock frequency (Fout) is calculated as follows:

\[ F_{out} = \frac{F_{in} \times DIV\_SELECT}{2.0} \times POST\_DIV\_SEL \]

where:

- \( F_{in} \) is the reference clock frequency
• DIV_SELECT and POST_DIV_SEL are bit fields of ARM_PLL_CTRL_REGISTER (ARM_PLL_CTRL)

The figure below shows DIV_SELECT and POST_DIV_SEL configuration.

![Figure 5. DIV_SELECT and POST_DIV_SEL configuration](image)

The Cortex-M7 core target frequencies shown in Table 1 can be achieved by setting the DIV_SELECT and POST_DIV_SEL bit fields of ARM_PLL_CTRL register.

For example, if the expected output frequency is 800 MHz, then the ARM_PLL_CTRL register bit fields and Cortex-M7 core frequency can be set using the configuration code given below.

```
static void kCLOCK_Root_M7_800MHz()
{
    const clock_arm_pll_config_t armPllConfig_BOARD_BootClockRUN =
    {
        .postDivider = kCLOCK_PLLPostDiv2,
        .loopDivider = 133,
    };

    clock_root_config_t rootCfg = {0};

    CLOCK_InitArmPll(&armPllConfig_BOARD_BootClockRUN);

    rootCfg.mux = kCLOCK_M7_ClockRoot_MuxArmPllOut;
    rootCfg.div = 1;
    CLOCK_SetRootClock(kCLOCK_Root_M7, &rootCfg);
    /* (24MHz * 133 / 2.0) / (2 * 1) = 798 MHz */
}
```

**Figure 6. Core clock configuration code**

Based on the configuration shown in the figure above:

Output frequency = \((24 \text{ MHz} \times \text{DIV\_SELECT} / 2.0) / (\text{POST\_DIV\_SEL} \times \text{rootCfg.div})\)

\[ = \left(24 \text{ MHz} \times 133 / 2.0\right) / (2 \times 1) = 798 \text{ MHz}\]

---

**NOTE**

The uSDHC module of the i.MX RT1170 may be affected by the adjustment of ARM_PLL. Ensure that the clock source selected by uSDHC module is not ARM_PLL or switch uSDHC clock source to another stable clock while adjusting ARM_PLL.
5 DVFS process workflow

The figure below shows the example temperature diagram for the i.MX RT1170. It indicates when a high or low temperature interrupt is triggered by the temperature sensor. "High Temp" represents the high temperature threshold and "Low Temp" represents the low temperature threshold.

The high and low temperature interrupts have a short trigger interval; therefore, the interrupts need to be disabled at the right time to avoid repeated interrupts. In addition, high temperature threshold and low temperature threshold should be set with proper gap so that the interrupt does not occur when the temperature is jittering around the programmed threshold.

When the temperature rises above high temperature threshold, the high temperature interrupt flow is executed. When the temperature falls below low temperature threshold, the low temperature interrupt flow is executed. The high temperature interrupt and low temperature interrupt are triggered in a staggered manner. In other words; after the high temperature interrupt is triggered, only the low temperature interrupt can trigger; and after the low temperature interrupt is triggered, only the high temperature interrupt can trigger.

The figure below shows the temperature interrupt handling flow for the i.MX RT1170, with two flowcharts connected with a bidirectional arrow.
Figure 8. Temperature interrupt handling flow

The left flowchart represents the basic module configuration that must be completed when DVFS is implemented. This includes setting high temperature threshold and low temperature threshold. Configuring GPT to monitor temperature is optional.

The right flowchart represents the interrupt processing flow of DVFS. The DVFS flow is explained below with some guidelines:

- The high temperature interrupt and low temperature interrupt of the i.MX RT1170 temperature sensor share the same interrupt number. When a temperature interrupt is triggered, the two interrupts are disabled first, and the subsequent operations need to be performed according to the actual interrupt source. To determine the actual interrupt source, check the flag bit of the STATUS0 register of temperature sensor and the current operating frequency.

- When setting the high temperature and low temperature interrupt thresholds, the error of the temperature sensor must be considered. It is recommended to keep the high temperature threshold value slightly lower than the theoretical value. For example, panic/high/low temperature threshold can be set to 125/100/95 and the values can be adjusted according to the board thermal design.

- During PLL reconfiguration, switch the relevant clock sources to another PLL until the PLL output is stable.

- When the core clock is switched from 800 MHz to 600 MHz, the frequency is reduced first and then the voltage is lowered. When the core clock is switched from 600 MHz to 800 MHz, the voltage is increased first and then the frequency is increased.

- Only the low temperature interrupt is enabled after the high temperature interrupt processing exits, and only the high temperature interrupt is enabled after the low temperature interrupt processing exits.

6 References

For more information on the i.MX RT1170, see the following documents:

- i.MX RT1170 Processor Reference Manual (IMXRT1170RM)
- i.MX RT1170 Crossover Processors Data Sheet for Automotive Products (IMXRT1170AEC)
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